Secure group communication is a paradigm that primarily designates one-to-many communication security. The proposed works relevant to secure group communication have predominantly considered the whole network as being a single group managed by a central powerful node capable of supporting heavy communication, computation and storage cost. However, a typical Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) may contain several groups, and each one is maintained by a sensor node (the group controller) with constrained resources. Moreover, the previously proposed schemes require a multicast routing support to deliver the rekeying messages. Nevertheless, multicast routing can incur heavy storage and communication overheads in the case of a wireless sensor network. Due to these two major limitations, we have reckoned it necessary to propose a new secure group communication with a lightweight rekeying process. Our proposal overcomes the two limitations mentioned above, and can be applied to a homogeneous WSN with resource-constrained nodes with no need for a multicast routing support. Actually, the analysis and simulation results have clearly demonstrated that our scheme outperforms the previous well-known solutions.
table and the multicast routes. Moreover, the rekeying messages used in the majority of previous schemes present some security vulnerabilities. For example, some schemes such as LKH [3] , TKH [5] , etc. are not protected against replay attacks. Hence, an attacker can replay a revealed group key in order to intercept the communication. Revoked nodes can also replay an old group key in order to rejoin the group. In addition, some schemes [3, 5, 6] does not consider rekeying messages authentication which make them vulnerable to messages injection attacks.
As a matter of fact, the previous schemes' limitations, which are described above, have given us ground to conceive a new secure group communication scheme. The strengths of the proposed scheme is that it can be applied to a group with a resource-constrained group controller, does not require a multicast routing support and is robust against possible attacks.
Contribution
This paper proposes a secure group communication scheme that allows sensor nodes belonging to the same group to communicate securely. The proposed scheme is composed of two main components: the group membership management and the group key management. The group membership management component defines in a secure manner the group creation, the group join and the group leave processes. The group key management component presents a lightweight method to update the group key after each membership change for the sake of guaranteeing forward and backward secrecy properties. The proposed method is based on the construction of a logical neighbor tree that helps sharing the task of rekeying messages distribution among group members. Therefore, our scheme eliminates the necessity of a powerful group controller and so that can fit resource-constrained sensor nodes.
The idea of secure group communication with resource-constrained group controller was first addressed by Cheikhrouhou et al. in their paper RiSeG [8, 9] . Yet, the proposed scheme presents an O(n) latency in the rekeying process and, therefore, cannot support large scale WSNs. Moreover, RiSeG requires synchronization between nodes in order to avoid replay attacks. However, synchronization is a hard task to be achieved in a WSN [10] .
The main concern of a secure group communication scheme is the group key management. Several group key management systems for WSNs have been proposed [3, 4, 14, 5, 6, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] .
The Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) [3] permits to reduce the number of rekeying message from O(n) to O(log(n)).
The idea of the LKH scheme is based on dividing the group into subgroups and then generating a key encryption key (KEK) for each subgroup. This KEK will then serve to securely deliver the group key to the appropriate subgroup.
The group controller maintains a logical key hierarchy in which it associates to each leaf node a group member. The root of this hierarchy is the group key, the internal nodes represents the KEKs , and the leaves are the symmetric key shared with the corresponding group member. Each group member maintains the keys lying on the path from the leaf to the root. The KEK allows to replace several unicast rekeying messages by a single multicast one. This technique enables to reduce the number of rekeying messages from O(n) to O(log(n)). However, the LKH scheme introduces additional computation and storage cost, especially at the group controller.
Many improvements to the LKH scheme were designed [4, 5, 6, 14] . The OKD (One-way Key Derivation) [4] scheme further reduces the number of rekeying messages by means of a local computation of the group key, using a one-way hash function. In fact, in a join operation current group members compute the new key as k = H(k), where H is a one-way hash function and k is the current key. Therefore, the group controller needs to send the new key only to the new member, and thus, the number of rekeying message is reduced to a single message in the join operation.
For the leave operation, the number of the rekeying messages remains O(log(n)).
The S2RP (Secure and Scalable Rekeying Protocol) [14] permits to further secure the rekeying process by authenticating the rekeying messages using a one-way-hash function as well as a key-chain. As LKH, the S2RP scheme constructs a logical key hierarchy, in which each internal node has a separate key-chain. The key-chain is extracted using a One-Way-Hash-Function (H), so that each element in the key-chain is the image of the next one under H. The chain keys are then revealed in the reverse order of their creation. So that, on receiving a key, the group members would check its authenticity by verifying that k = H(k ), where k is the new key and k is the current key. However, this technique compromises the properties of backward security as a new joining member might reveal the previous keys by simply computing the hash of the newly-received key, repeatedly. This has led the authors to introduce an additional key called join-key (K J ). The latter is renewed whenever a new node joins the group, and the group key is a mixture of the current key-chain at the root node in the tree and this K J . In order to minimize the rekeying message, the new key K J is locally renewed by computing K J = h(K J ). The scheme performance is similar to that of the LKH.
The difference is that in S2RP, the node must store, along with the current key of internal nodes, the key K J as well as the key K C (to authenticate command). The node has also to store more than one hash function (He, H j, Hc).
Moreover, the group controller has a heavy storage cost as it must store the key-chain (instead of a single key in the LKH scheme case) of each internal node. The CSET (Computation and Storage Efficient Tree) [6] scheme permits to improve the LKH efficiency by considering the available sensor nodes's resources when constructing the logical tree.
The TKH (Topological Key Hierarchy) [5] scheme allows to reduce the communication cost of the rekeying messages delivery by mapping the logical key tree to the physical topology. The idea is to construct a key tree that reflects the physical topology of the network. However, TKH does not face with group key authentication.
LARK is the first group key management system that supports a group topology defined by applications [15] . In LARK, sensor nodes are logically grouped according to application needs and not for network management purposes.
The resulting group topology model is quite general and encompasses multiple groups, organized hierarchically, and possibly overlapping. Such a group model is particularly appropriate for Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks (WSANs), a new paradigm that is asserting itself in the networked embedded system world [20] . LARK features a centralized group key management service and owns its efficiency to a novel integration of two well-known basic mechanisms: key chains [21] , for efficient key authentication, and key graphs [3] , for efficient key distribution.
However, LARK assumes both a resource-rich group manager and multicast routing, as necessary.
In LEAP (Localized Encryption and Authentication Protocol) [16] , the authors proposed a key management protocol for sensor networks that are designed to support in-network processing, while at the same time restricting the security impact of a node compromise to the immediate network neighborhood of the compromised node. LEAP supports the establishment of four types of keys for each sensor node -an individual key shared with the base station, a pairwise key shared with another sensor node, a cluster key shared with multiple neighboring nodes, and a global key shared by all the nodes in the network. For the update of the global key LEAP assumes the use of a routing protocol in which the nodes are organized into a spanning tree. However, this assumption limits the deployment of the scheme. Moreover, the scheme rests on the µT ES LA scheme [22] for the broadcast authentication. The µT ES LA assumes synchronization between nodes, which is a hard task to achieve in WSN [10] .
Exclusion Basis System (EBS) proposed a combinatorial clustering that attempts to minimize the number of rekeying messages while minimizing the number of keys stored by each sensor node [17, 23, 24] . In order to achieve this goal, EBS organizes nodes into overlapping groups that are, however, completely unrelated to the application needs [17] . Furthermore, two EBS-based rekeying schemes require the knowledge of the positions of sensor nodes [23, 19] . Implementing a location service in WSNs, especially a secure one, is quite a difficult task [15] .
Network Model and Security Requirements
This section is devoted to the presentation of the network model to which the proposed secure group communication scheme is applied as along with the adversarial model and requirements.
Network Model
It is worth noting that a wireless sensor network maintained by a base station is considered in this study. As for the information within the network, it is routed using a routing protocol such as Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector routing algorithm (AODV) [25] or Dynamic Source Routing algorithm (DSR) [26] . In addition, the following types of nodes have also been considered:
• The Base Station (BS): is responsible for securing the whole network. It maintains a table containing the group controller addresses corresponding to each group. The base station is secure and able to detect all compromised nodes. Detection of compromised nodes can be actually achieved by means of an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) such as [27, 28, 29, 30] . The BS maintains a blacklist containing the identity of compromised nodes.
These nodes will not be allowed to join any group in the future and are, therefore, excluded from the network.
• The Group Controller (GC): is a node responsible for maintaining the security inside its group. To note, no security property has been assumed for the GC.
• The End Device (ED): is a node which belongs to one or multiple groups. For each group, it maintains the group controller, the parent node and the child nodes' addresses.
We also assume that each group has a unique group identifier, which represents the sensory information corresponding to this group. These group identifiers are known to all nodes. This can be done by loading the group identifiers to nodes at the deployment phase.
Adversarial Model
For the adversarial model, we assume that an attacker can eavesdrop, modify, replay, and inject messages. This is due to the wireless medium. The attacker can also compromise a node. So the following attacks can be launched in our WSNs:
• Eavesdropping: an attacker may eavesdrop communication inside a group . A solution to mitigate this attack is to encrypt communication.
• Impersonation attack: an attacker may impersonate a legal user to gain access to a group. A solution to mitigate this attack is to authenticate node and message' source.
• Replay attack: an attacker may replay an old message to gain access to a group or to disturb the operation of a group. A solution to mitigate this attack is to add a sequence number indicating the freshness of the message. • Injecting false message: an attacker may inject false message to disturb the operation inside a group or to eavesdrop encrypted data.
• Compromise attack: an attacker may compromise a sensor node. After compromising the node an attacker may reveal secret key and all information stored on that sensor.
Requirements
In what follows, the requirements to be achieved by a secure group communication scheme are presented:
• Nodes belonging to the same group must communicate securely and their exchanged information must not be revealed to non-member nodes even if they belong to the same network.
• A node may belong to more than one group. However, it must store a per-group profile containing the GC address, the group key, the group identifier, etc.
• Compromised nodes must be ejected from the group as soon as they are detected.
• Multi-hop communication paradigm is employed between nodes in order to deliver encrypted messages. Note that intermediate nodes forward encrypted messages without knowing their content.
• Both backward and forward secrecy must be achieved. Backward secrecy means that a node joining the group must not reveal previous exchanged information. Forward secrecy means that a node leaving the group must not reveal future exchanged information.
• Security parameters' maintenance such as the re-keying process must be lightweight and effective.
LNT Overview and Design Principles
The idea of the LNT scheme is based on distributing the rekeying process task among group members. Indeed, as the group controller is a sensor node with constrained resources, it cannot support the delivery of rekeying messages to all group members, nor it can support the heavy storage cost introduced by the key encryption keys of the LKH-based schemes. Therefore, we propose to construct a logical neighbor tree that helps deliver the rekeying messages inside the group.
The logical neighbor tree represents the neighborhood relationship among the group members. The root of the tree represents the group controller which is connected with its neighbor nodes, and each nodes of these neighbor nodes is connected with their neighbor nodes and so on until covering all group members. The whole tree is maintained by the group controller, and each group member maintains only the list of its child nodes. On receiving a key update message from its parent node, the current node forwards this key update message to its child nodes. Therefore, the key update message sent by the group controller will be forwarded from parent to child nodes until reaching all group members. In this way, the group controller should send key update messages only to its neighbors instead of sending it to all the group members.
The key update message contains the new group key that must be kept exclusively secret among the group members. Consequently, this message has to be protected against potential interception attacks. This is achieved by means of encryption. In addition, for the sake of preventing a malicious node from injecting false key update messages, the group controller computes a digital signature which is verified by the group members. The validity of the signature proves that the key update message is indeed sent by the group controller and not by a malicious node. As regards the replay attack robustness, it is achieved by means of a sequence number shared among the group members.
To sum it up, LNT helps to eliminate the heavy storage cost introduced by the key encryption keys used in the LKH-based schemes and, simultaneously, provides both authentication and robustness against replay attacks of the rekeying messages.
LNT Membership Management
This section, is allotted to present the different membership processes of the LNT scheme, specifically, the group creation, the group join and the group leave processes. It is worth noting that these processes must be executed in a secure manner so as to avoid any possible illegal access to the network (during the group creation and the group join processes) as well as the denial-of-service (DoS) attack against the network (e.g by sending fake leave-requests during the group leave process). 
MAC(m, K)
Message Authentication Code (MAC) computed over the message m using the key k. The message m refers to current message' fields except the MAC (ex; in join-request, m = Ni, Gid, nonce Ni ).
Nonce is a random number used once. It permits to ensure replay attack protection.
Pairwise key shared between node Ni and node N j {m} K Message m encrypted with key K.
After describing each process, we turn to present the analytical performance study. The chosen performance metrics are the computation cost, the communication cost and the execution time.
The computation cost can be measured in terms of time, use of CPU or energy dissipation. In fact, these parameters are related and each one can be deduced from the other. For instance, the energy dissipation can be deduced from the time as follows: Energy = Power × T ime, where Power represents the CPU power when it is in its active state and T ime represents the computing time. In the present analysis, the term cost is used in its general form and we have not specified the unit (which can be second, Joule or number of CPU cycles). The computation cost of each membership process can be computed as the sum of the computation cost of the main operations executed during this membership process. The main operations required in the LNT scheme are presented in Table 2 and they are namely:
the encryption/decryption operation, the signature generation/verification operation, the generation of a key and the MAC operation.
The main factor of the communication cost is the energy dissipation. The communication cost is computed using the same approach as TKH [5] . Actually, the communication cost in terms of energy dissipation is computed as the size of sent/received messages multiplied by the energy dissipated for the sent/receive of one bit. The different messages used in LNT scheme are presented in Table 3 .
The execution time is the time needed for the execution of the overall process: time between the begin of the membership operation and its termination. The different parameters related to the execution time are explained Table 4 .
The different notations used throughout this section are, respectively, explained in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 , Table 4 and Table 5 . the computation cost needed to compute the encryption of the group key. C dec the computation cost needed to compute a decryption operation on the group key. C ekg the computation cost needed to generate an elliptic curve private/public keys C sign the computation cost needed to generate a signature. C veri f the computation cost needed to verify a signature. C kg the computation cost needed to generate a group key. C kc the computation cost needed to compute a pairwise key. C mac the computation cost needed to compute a message authentication code (MAC).
Pre-deployment Phase
As in [9] , we propose to apply the key pre-distribution scheme proposed by Blundo et al. [13] in order to share a symmetric key between each pair of nodes. The network administrator chooses a t degree bi-variate polynomial over a finite field
j=t j=0 a i, j x i y j . The value of q is a prime number that is large enough to accommodate a cryptographic key. Then, the administrator loads in each node Ni the polynomial f (x, Ni). The function f is symmetric. This means that, when two nodes Ni and N j wish to share a pairwise key, each of them computes Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [31] was chosen as it was demonstrated its feasibility in WSNs [32, 33] , and that it is more suitable than other signature schemes (such as RSA) in the context of WSNs, due to the use of small key size (reduce the storage cost) [34, 35, 36] . So that, each node is preloaded with the domain parameters needed to compute and verify the ECDSA [31] . The domain parameters are the six-tuple T = (p, a, b, G, r, h), where p is a prime number, a and b are two points from the primary field F p (a, b ∈ F p ) defining the curve, G a base point on the curve with order r and cofactor f .
Group Creation Process 5.2.1. Description
The group creation process is executed when a node requests to join a non-existent group. In this case, and after having successfully authenticated the node, the Base Station (BS) would invite it to be the Group Controller (GC) of the requested group. The group creation process is depicted in Figure1 and is executed according to the following steps:
1. The node sends a join-request message. This message contains the node identity Ni, the requested group identity Gid, and a random number used only once nonce Ni . This message is protected by a Message Authentication Code (MAC) field computed over the message and using the pairwise key K BS ,Ni shared between the node Ni and the BS.
2. Upon receiving this message, the BS verifies the validity of the node, i.e., that the node does not belong to the black list of compromised nodes. Then the BS checks the message authenticity by comparing the received MAC to the locally computed one using the pairwise key K BS ,Ni shared with this node Ni. If the node's identity is valid, and the message is authentic and the requested group does not exist yet, the BS sends a grp-creationinvite message containing the node nonce nonce Ni , and a new generated one nonce BS . This message enables to authenticate the BS.
3. After authenticating the BS by verifying the MAC field, the node has to decide whether to be a group controller or not. In the former case, it sends a grp-creation-accept message. In the latter case, the node sends a grpcreation-refuse message. Note that, a node might refuse to become a GC, for instance, if it has not enough resources to achieve the GC task. Both messages contain the received nonce nonce BS and are protected by a MAC. This permits to avoid any potential replay attack and guarantees the node authentication.
4. Upon receiving the node response the BS verifies the validity of the received message. In case the BS receives a grp-creation-refuse message, it ignores the node request and the group is not created. If the BS receives a grp-creation-accept message a new group is being created and the BS memorizes the group controller address of the new created group Gid. Moreover, the GC and the BS agree on a specific sequence number seqNbr. This sequence number is incremented at each message sent and permits to avoid replay attacks, as will be explained later.
Noteworthy, the GC maintains two sequence numbers. A seqNbr shared with the BS and another seqNbr shared with the group members used for communication inside the group. The seqNbr shared with the BS is incremented for each communication with the BS (e.g join-inform message) and the seqNbr shared among the group members is updated as regards the group-related communication (e.g key-update message).
Moreover, in order to sign subsequent key-update messages the group controller needs a public/private key. For this purpose, the GC selects a random integer d G in the interval [1, r−1] and then computes
respectively represents the GC's private and public keys.
Performance evaluation
The group creation process involves three categories of nodes, namely:
• The joining node (Ni): is the node that sends a join-request message to the BS and becomes a GC if it accepts.
• The base station (BS): interacts and authenticates the requesting node.
• time needed by the neighbor discovery process.
Computation cost. The computation cost of the LNT scheme during the group creation process is calculated, in this section, at both the joining node (Ni) and the base station (BS). This calculation is as follows:
The joining node, needs to compute the pairwise key shared with the base station using the Blundo technique (C kc ), three MACs (3C mac ) and an elliptic curve private/public keys (C ekg ). The BS computes also the pairwise key K BS ,Ni , which requires (C kc ) along with three MACs (3C mac ). Note that, Ni and BS have the same computation cost, this is due to the fact that each computed MAC must be recomputed at the receiver in order to be verified.
Communication cost. The communication cost of the LNT scheme group creation process is calculated, in this section, at the joining node, the base station, and the intermediate node. This calculation is as follows:
• Ni: |m jr|e tx + |mci|e rx + |mcd|e tx
• BS: |m jr|e rx + |mci|e tx + |mcd|e rx
• IN: (|m jr| + |mci| + |mcd|)(e tx + e rx )
An intermediate node (IN) would forward each message exchanged between the node Ni and the BS, so that the communication cost is equivalent to the size of exchanged messages multiplied by (e tx + e rx ).
Execution time. The execution time of the group creation process is:
T tx , where hop BS ,Ni is the number of hops between Node Ni and the BS.
Group Join Process 5.3.1. Description
Once the group is created, the BS informs the GC about each subsequent join-request after successfully authenticating the requesting node. The requesting node authentication is achieved through the BS as it holds a global overview of the compromised nodes. Consequently, if a node fails to successfully pass the authentication process, its request will be ignored.
The group join process is depicted in Figure2 and is executed as follows:
1. The node Ni sends a join-request message.
2. Upon receiving this message, the BS verifies the node authenticity. If the node is successfully authenticated, the BS informs the GC of the requested group about the join of the new node Ni. In order to prevent a compromised node already evicted from the group from replaying an old join-inform message, we protect this message with a seqNbr.
3. On receiving the join-inform message, the GC verifies its freshness based on the seqNbr before generating a new group key which it transmits to the node Ni.
4. Upon receiving the join-key message, the node Ni launches a neighbor discovery process. For this purpose,
Ni broadcasts a neighbor-discovery-request message containing the group identity (Gid). Then, each neighbor node N j belonging to the group Gid responds to Ni by sending a neighbor-discovery-reply message. The neighbor-discovery-reply message contains the number of child nodes attached to N j and the number of hops from N j to the GC (i.e how far the node N j is from the GC).
5. After that, the newly joined node Ni chooses the appropriate parent from the list of responding neighbors. The node Ni then informs the GC about its selected parent by sending a parent-update message. The neighbor discovery and parent selection processes are more explained in Section 5. When the GC receives a parent-update message from Ni, it first checks the validity of the node Pi. Then, the GC asks the selected parent node to add Ni to its child list. The GC also updates the local tree.
Notes:
• The join process must go through the BS which maintains the list of the compromised nodes. These nodes must be eliminated from the network.
• In case the selected parent node is invalid, the GC requests the node Ni to search for another parent.
• If a node has no neighbor member of the requested group, the GC takes the responsibility to send the key-update message to the newly joined node. So, the GC would add this node to its child in the logical tree. The neighbor discovery process could also be extended to more than one-hop neighbor. So far, if a node does not find a one-hop neighbor at first, it can look for a 2-hop neighbor, 3-hop neighbor, etc. until finding the nearest node that can be its parent. This extension of the neighbor discovery process minimizes the number of child node attached to the GC in case where the group members are not close to each other. The search of a t-hop neighbor (t>1) can be implemented by the broadcast of a neighbor-discovery-request message containing a hop field initialized to t and decremented by each intermediate node before re-broadcasting it. This neighbor discovery message is transmitted from neighbor to neighbor until the value of hop reaches 0.
• The replay attack on the join-request message was not addressed as there is no interest for an attacker to replay this message (absence of risk). In fact, suppose an attacker intercepts an old join-request message, and then he replays it. Two cases are possible:
1. Either the victim node is still within the group: in which case, the GC would ignore the request, 2. or the victim node is leaving the group: in this case, even if the attacker succeeds in passing the routing protocol, the received message will be encrypted by the pairwise key shared between the GC and Ni. As a result, the attacker can neither reveal information of the group, nor can send the message in the group.
Performance evaluation
The group join process involves four categories of node: The joining node (Ni), the base station (BS), the group controller (GC), and the Ni parent node (Pi). The GC is responsible for maintaining the group members, the group key and the LNT structure.
Computation cost. The computation cost of the LNT scheme during the group join process is calculated, in this section, for the four categories of node mentioned above; Ni, BS, GC, and Pi. This calculation is as follows:
The joining node, needs to compute two pairwise keys: the one shared with the base station and the one shared with the GC (2C kc ), two MACs (2C mac ), and a decryption (C dec ). The GC interacts first with BS to receive the join-inform message, and then with the joining node and sends to it the encrypted group key, and then with the parent of the joining node to maintain the tree, and finally with its children to send them the key-update message.
Communication cost.
The communication cost of the LNT scheme group join process is calculated, in this section, for Ni, BS, GC, and
Pi. This calculation is as follows:
• Ni: |m jr|e tx + |m jk|e rx + |mnd|e tx + b |mnd| e rx + |mpu| e tx Average number of the tree degree (corresponds to the average number of child node) h
The tree height (corresponds to the number of levels, the root is at level 0) n Number of group members (n = (
Average number of hops between two group members b
Average number of neighbor nodes belonging to the same group of a node. Pi the selected parent of the joining node.
• BS: |m jr|e rx + |m ji|e tx
• GC: |m ji|e rx + |m jk|e tx + |mpu|e rx + |mcu|e tx
• Pi: |mnd|e rx + |mnd|e tx + |mcu|e rx
The GC receives a join-inform from the BS, sends a join-key to Ni, receives a parent-update message from the Ni, sends a child-update to Pi and then sends a key-update to its children.
Execution time. It refers to time occurring between the sending of the join-request by Ni and the receiving of the child-update message by its parent.
The execution time of the group join process is:
where hop X,Y is the number of hops on the path between Node X and Node Y.
Group Leave Process

Description
A node can decide to leave the group, for instance, when its mission is over. In this case, the node explicitly leaves the group by sending a leave-request message. A node can also be forced to leave, for instance, if it is detected as compromised. In both cases, the GC must maintain the LNT tree and update the group key to achieve forward secrecy.
Figure3 presents an explicit leave scenario.
1. The leaving node sends to the GC a leave-request message containing its identity, the group identity and protected by a sequence number and a MAC.
2. On receiving this message, the GC verifies the authenticity of the message. Then, the GC sends a child-update message to Ni's parent in order to remove Ni from its child list. The child-update message is also protected by 
Group Leave process
A node can decide to leave the group for example when it terminated its mission. In this case, the node explicitly leaves the group by sending a leave-request message. A node can also be forced to leave for example if it is detected as compromised. In both cases, the GC must maintain the LNT tree and update the group key to achieve forward secrecy.
---Leave phase--- 3. In order to maintain the logical neighbor tree, for each Ni's child node, the GC sends a parent-request message that invites the node to search for another parent.
4. The tree maintenance continues idem to the tree maintenance in the group join process: After selecting a new parent, each child node Ck sends a parent-update message to the GC. The latter asks the selected parent to update its child node list. The GC updates also the local tree.
5. Finally, the GC launches the key-update process to renew the group key. The evicted node will not receive this new key as it is evicted from the logical tree.
Notes:
• The logical neighbor tree must be saved at the GC as it needs to know this tree structure in the case of a node compromise. In fact, suppose that the GC would like to revoke the node Ni, the GC must, in this case, eliminate the node Ni from the LNT. For this purpose, the GC would tell Ni's parent to remove Ni from its child list and tell Ni's child to find another parent. After that, the GC would update the group key, which would not reach the compromised node Ni as it is ejected from the tree.
• We assume that each sent message is acknowledged. So, after a number of attempts, if the sender does not succeed to receive an acknowledgment message, it will suppose that the link is no more available. Therefore, if a node fails or leaves the group without a notice, child nodes will detect that the communication with their parent is no longer available and so, will re-find another parent. Therefore, the leaving without a notice is similar to an explicit leaving.
• If the GC fails, one solution is that: the first child nodes that detect the GC failure will send a message to the BS informing it about GC failure. Then, the BS will invite this node to be the new GC. After that, the BS sends a broadcast message to inform group members about the address of the new GC. Then, every group member will send to this new GC a parent update message informing it about the address of its parent. Thanks to these parent update messages, the new GC can construct the LNT tree.
• With reference to step 1, in the case a node is suspected to be compromised and thus has to be evicted, it is the base station that sends the leave-request message to the group controller. The message is formatted as specified in step 1. Its authenticity is guaranteed by attaching a MAC computed by means of the key shared between the BS and the GC.
• It is worthwhile to notice that the logical tree is only used to disseminate rekeying messages. Logical tree management messages (e.g., child-update and parent-update messages) are instead routed by the chosen routing protocol (Section 3.1). Therefore, particular attention is necessary if the leaving/evicted node lies on the route from the GC to its parent and/or children (steps 2-3).
In the case of a leaving node this is not a problem at all. A leaving node leaves the group because its mission is over. However, it is genuine and therefore correctly cooperates towards the application and the system services (i.e, routing, key management, et cetera). Thus, the leaving node first routes child-update and parent-update messages, as needed, so contributing to establishing a new logical tree, and then actually leaves.
In the case of an evicted node things are more complicated. An evicted node is a node that the IDS has suspected as compromised. Thus we cannot rely on its cooperation. In particular, we cannot rely on its cooperation in routing child-update and parent-update messages. It follows that the presence of a compromised node may cause a partition in the network and, consequently, in the logical tree. However, this form of DoS is a fundamental problem whose solution pertains to the routing service rather than the key management service. If we wish to avoid that the presence of a compromised node might cause a network partition then we have to adopt techniques such as redundant deployment, secure and multipath routing [37] .
Of course, LNT gives its contribution to avoid DoS but at its layer. Actually, by guaranteeing authenticity and freshness of both tree and key management messages, LNT avoids that an adversary may cause any harm by transmitting fake ones. Furthermore, provided that the underlying routing service provides enough connectivity upon a node's leaving, LNT is able to establish a logical tree of genuine nodes that correctly forward key management messages upon rekeying.
Performance evaluation
The group leave process involves the following categories of node: the leaving node (Ni): is the node that sends a leave-request message to the GC, the group controller (GC), the intermediate node (IN) , the Ni's parent node (Pi), the Ni's child nodes (Ci).
Computation cost. The computation cost of the LNT scheme during the group leave process is calculated, in this section, for three types of nodes: Ni, GC, and Pi. This calculation is as follows:
• Ni: computation cost= C kc + C mac
• GC: computation cost= 2C kc + 2C mac
• Pi: computation cost= C kc + C mac Communication cost. The communication cost of the LNT scheme group leave process is calculated, in this section, for three types of nodes: Ni, GC, and Pi. This calculation is as follows:
• Ni: |mlr|e tx (or 0 in case of a silently leaving)
• GC: |mlr|e rx + |mcu|e tx + d |mpu| e rx
• Pi: |mcu|e rx + |mlr|e rx + |mlr|e tx
• Ci: |mpr|e rx + |mnd|e tx + b |mnd| e rx + |mpu|e tx A children node of the leaving node receives a parent-request message (|mpr|e rx ), send a neighbor-discovery message (|mnd|e tx ), receives b neighbor-reply (b |mnd| e rx ) and sends a parent-update message (|mpu|e tx ).
Execution time. The execution time of the group leave process is: 
LNT Tree Management
This section is devoted to an exemplified illustration of the LNT tree construction and update when a node joins or leaves the group. Consider the following physical network topology presented in Figure4. For simplicity, we have presented a network with one group, but which can be generalized to multiple groups with several group controllers.
Figure 4: Physical Network Topology
The corresponding LNT tree maintained at the GC is presented in Figure5. This tree has been progressively created as a new node joins the group.
Tree update due to a join
As described in subsection 5.3, after the join of a new node, the GC maintains the LNT tree based on the selected parent returned by the joining node. The joining node sends a neighbor-discovery-request message to discover neighbors which are members of group Gid. The neighbor-discovery-request contains a parameter hopCount which specifies that the joining node is looking for neighbors that are at maximum hopCount far from the GC and a parameter hop that specifies how many times the neighbor-discovery-request will be forwarded. Each member of group Gid receiving this request responds by sending a neighbor-discovery-reply message. Only nodes that are less than hopCount far from the GC respond. This guarantee that only nodes on the path from the joining node to the GC could be a parent of the joining node. If the node is not a member of the requested group, it will decrement the value of hop and forward the neighbor-discovery-request message if the value of hop still greater than zero. This mechanism of forwarding the neighbor-discovery-request message permits to search for neighbors farther than one-hop.
The neighbor-discovery-reply message contains parameters that reflect the position of the node in the physical topology and the logical tree namely the physicalhop, the logicalhop, and the childNbr. The physicalhop indicates the distance in terms of hops between the GC and the node in the physical topology, the logicalhop represents the number of hops between the GC and the node is the logical tree, and the childNbr represents the number of nodes attached to the node. If the joining node does not receive any reply from its immediate neighbors, it will search for a two-hop neighbor. For this reason, it will increment the value of hop and decrement the value of hopCount. This process will be repeated until receiving a reply. On receiving neighbor-discovery-reply messages, the joining node selects a neighbor as a parent. The selection of the parent node is based first on the physicalhop, then the logicalhop and then the childNbr. Therefore, if the joining node receives replies from more than one neighbor with the same physicalhop then it selects the node with the small logicalhop. If more than one neighbor have the same physicalhop and logicalhop, the joining node selects the one with the small childNbr. Otherwise, if all the mentioned parameters are equal, then the choice can be based on the RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication) or arbitrary. The physicalhop parameter promotes a tree with minimum transmission cost. The logicalhop and childNbr parameters promote a balanced tree which speeds up the rekeying process. The joining node sends then a parent-update message to the GC. The latter informs the parent to add the joining node to its child list. The GC also updates the logical tree. The joining node broadcasts a neighbor reply message informing nodes that there is a new path to the GC with the indicated cost.
Neighbor nodes that hear this message can then update their parents by sending a parent-update message to the GC.
Let us assume, for example, that node 23 wants to join the group as shown in Figure4. After its join, node 23 discovers its neighbors. For this reason, it broadcasts a neighbor-discovery-request message that contains the group identity Gid, with hopCount = 3 and hop initially equal to 1. Each node belonging to the group Gid and hearing the neighbordiscovery-request message replies with a neighbor-discovery-reply message. This message contains the node identity, the physicalhop (number of hops between the node and the GC in the physical topology), the logicalhop (number of hops between the node and the GC in the logical tree) and the childNbr (the number of child nodes attached to this node).
In our case, node 23 has three neighbors {19, 11, 20}, which would respond respectively with (19,3,3,0), (11,2,2,1) , and (20,2,2,2). First node 23 selects node 11 and node 20 as they present the small physicalhop value. Then node 23 views the logicalhop value. As node 11 and node 20 have the same logicalhop value, the joining node (node 11) views the third parameter with is the childNbr value. As node 11 has the small childNbr (1), it would be selected by node 23 as the parent node. Node 23 then informs the group controller by sending a parent-update message containing the address of node 11. Upon receiving this message, the GC informs node 11 to add node 23 to its child list.
Tree update due to a leave
The LNT tree has two types of nodes : leaf nodes, which are nodes without any attached child node, and parent nodes, which are nodes with one or more children. Leaf nodes are those located at the bottom of the tree, while the parent nodes are intermediate nodes between a GC and leaf nodes.
The leaving of a leaf node requires simply the send of a child-update message to the parent node. Let us assume, for example, that node 15 in Figure4 wants to leave the group. In this case, the GC sends a child-update message to node 6, which is node 15's parent, to remove node 15 from its child node list. By this way, node 15 is no longer member of the group.
The leaving of a parent node is more complicated than the leaving of a leaf node as, for a parent node, its child nodes (descendant nodes) must be attached to another parent. Instead of node 15, let us assume that node 6 wants to leave the group. The update of the LNT tree can be launched in two manners. Either, node 6 informs child nodes {12, 13} about its leave, or node 6 informs the GC about its leave, and the latter requests the child nodes to re-send an updated address of their parents. In both cases, each child node should re-find another parent using the neighbor discovery process and then inform the GC. Therefore, after the leaving of node 6, associated child nodes {12, 13} renew their parents as follows. Node 12 with neighbor members {16, 17} selects node 16 as parent, and node 13 with neighbors {14} selects node 14 as a parent.
The new LNT resulting from the join of node 23 and the leaving of node 15 and node 6 is presented in Figure6. Note that, if node 6 leaves silently (e.g due to energy exhaustion), child nodes will detect that the link to parent (node 6) is no more available, and so, they search for a new parent.
LNT Rekeying Process
The previously described tree will be used by the group controller in order to update the group key. More precisely, this tree is used in the distribution of the rekeying messages.
Description
After each membership change, the GC updates the group key. For this purpose, the GC generates a new group key and then delivers it to group members.
To protect the key-update message from replay attack a sequence number was added. The signature avoids an attacker to inject a false key update on behalf of the GC. Moreover, to protect the group key from eavesdropping, the GC protects it by means of encryption.
In the case of a join operation, the GC uses the current group key to encrypt the new one, and then sends the key-update message to its child nodes. Upon receiving the key update message, a non-leaf node first verifies the signature and then forwards it, in its turn, to its child nodes. The key update process continues until reaching all leaf nodes in the tree. Therefore, in the case of a join operation, the key-update message has the following format:
In a leave operation, the leaving node knows the current group key and, therefore, it is necessary to use pairwise keys for encryption. So that, the GC sends a separate key-update message to each child node by unicast. Upon receiving the key update message, a non-leaf node first verifies the signature and then decrypts the new group key and then re-encrypts it separately for each child node. Therefore, in the case of a leave operation, the key-update message has the following format: mku = Gid, seqNbr, {GK'} PWK , sign, where PWK is the pairwise key shared between a parent and its child node.
The signature (sign) is computed over the Gid, seqNbr and GK fields and so that these fields are authenticated and protected from modification.
The GC with (d G , Q G ) as its private and public keys respectively, generates the signature using the ECDSA as follows:
1. Selects a random integer k from interval [1; r − 1]; 2. Computes kG = (x1; y1) and s1 = x1 mod n. If s1 = 0 go to step 1; 3. Computes k −1 mod n;
Computes h(mku)
, where h is a hash function such as the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1).
Computes
If s2 = 0 go to step 1. sign = (s1; s2) is the GC signature of message mku.
A group member receiving this signature verifies it using the ECDSA as follows: 4. Computes u 1 = h(mku).w mod n and u 2 = s1.w mod n;
6. Computes v = x1 mod n;
The group member accepts the signature if and only if v = s1.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we present the analytical performance of the proposed schemes during the rekeying process. The performance evaluation criteria are the computation cost, the communication cost, the storage cost and the duration.
In what follows we present the analytical performance of the rekeying process of our proposed LNT scheme.
Computation cost
The computation cost depends on the membership operation and is as follows:
Case of join.
• Group controller:
Case of leave.
In case of join, the group controller needs to generate a new group key (C kg ), encrypts it using current group key (C enc ), signs the message (C sign ) and then sends it. An end device receiving this message verifies the signature (C veri f ) and then decrypts the group key (C dec ).
Regarding the leave case, the group controller encrypts the new group key separately using pairwise keys shared with its child nodes (d(C kc + C enc )). An end device needs to verify the signature (C veri f ), decrypt the message (C dec ), and then forward it to its child nodes (d(C kc + C enc )). Table 3 for parameters definition. is the degree of the polynomial (t reflects the scheme security: the scheme is t-collusion) q is the large prime number, so large to accommodate a cryptographic key (q reflects the key size). NB: the size of q= key size= the size of the polynomial coefficients.
Communication cost
Storage cost
The storage cost is computed as the number of bytes that the sensor node (group controller or group member) has to store. Generally, this storage cost is introduced by the storage of different parameters and keys necessary to the operation of the LNT scheme. The proposed secure group communication scheme does not require much memory overhead. In fact, due to Blundo et al.'s key distribution technique, each sensor node has to store a polynomial function which occupies (t + 1)logq storage space, where t stands for the degree of the polynomial and log(q) represents the size of the keys [38] . Moreover, each member has to store the ECC domain parameters T = (p, a, b, G, r, h) [31, 39] .
In addition, a group member has to store the group key, the address of the parent and child nodes, as well as the GC address and public key Q G for each group it belongs to. The GC also stores the members' addresses that belong to its group and the pair of private/public key (d G , Q G ). As for the base station, it has to store the GC address corresponding to each group as well as the black list containing the list of compromised nodes. The following equations summarize the storage cost at each entity, for a group of n nodes:
• The group controller has to store:
-The neighbor tree =n.sizeo f (ID) -The Blundo polynomial share= (t + 1).log(q), where t and q are defined in Table 6 .
-A Private/public key.
• The end device has to store:
-The neighbors' addresses =d.sizeo f (ID)
-The Blundo polynomial share= (t + 1).log(q)
-The public key of the group controller
Duration
The key update duration is the time needed to renew a group key and it corresponds to the time elapsed between the beginning of the key update process and its termination. The duration is composed of the processing time, the transmission time and the propagation time. The processing time includes the time for generating the key, the time for encrypting and deciphering the key, etc.
Case of join. key update duration is T ku j = T kg + T sign
The key-update process begins with the generation of a group key (T kg ), then the GC encrypts it (T enc ), signs the message (T sign ) and sends it to its child nodes (d.hop.|mku|.T tx ), where hop is the average number of physical hops between a parent and its child node. A group member receiving this key-update message, first decrypts the group key (T dec ), then verifies the signature (T veri f ) and finally forwards the message to its d child nodes (d.hop.|mku|.T tx ).
Considering a tree with level h (the GC is at level 0 and non-leaf group members are at level 1 to level h − 1), the key-update message received by the last GC' child node needs (h − 1).(T dec + T veri f + d.hop.|mku|.T tx ) to reach the last child nodes in the logical tree. More precisely, (h − 1) is the number of level in the tree containing non-leaf group members.
Case of leave. key update duration is
In case of a group leave, the encryption of the group key is done using pairwise keys and so that a group member must re-encrypts the received group key separately to each d child nodes (d.(T kc + T enc )).
Performance Comparison
In order to highlight the performance of the LNT scheme, we compared its performance against some well-known existing schemes in the literature. As the majority of works address only the group key management problem, comparison was made with some well-known group key management schemes such as LKH, TKH and RiSeG rekeying processes.
LKH [3] is a well-known and basic scheme on which several group rekeying schemes are based [40, 4, 41, 14, 15, 5, 6] . TKH [5] is a group rekeying scheme that uses the concept of matching the physical topology to the logical key hierarchy. RiSeG [9, 8] is a secure group communication that uses the concept of logical ring topology.
In what follows, we present the rekeying scheme and its performance evaluation.
Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH)
In the LKH group rekeying scheme the group controller maintains a logical key tree. The root of the key tree is the group key and it is shared by all group members. The leaf nodes of the key tree are individual keys shared only In this scheme, each group member maintains all the keys on the path from its individual leaf node to the root of the key tree. As a result, when a user leaves or joins the group, in order to maintain forward and backward data confidentiality, all those keys have to be changed and redistributed.
To illustrate the LKH scheme, we consider in Figure7 a tree with height h = 4 and degree d = 4 (number of nodes is d h ). In case of a joining/leaving, the group controller renews all the keys on the path of the joining/leaving node to the root, and then, delivers them to the appropriate nodes. Thus, when a node joins/leaves the group, the GC needs to change h keys, including the group key (K g ).
Figure 9: LKH rekeying due to a leave
The LKH scheme proposes three strategies to deliver these new keys as follows:
User-Oriented Rekeying: . In user-oriented rekeying the group controller constructs a rekey message that contains precisely the new keys needed by the user (group member) and encrypts them using a key held by the user. As illustration, we take the example of the joining (respectively the leaving) of Node N1114 presented in Figure7 The performance of the LKH scheme depends on whether approach is used and on the membership operation (join or leave).
Computation cost
The computation cost of the LKH scheme is presented differently for the case of join and leave. Note that in both cases the group controller generates h keys. However, the number of encryptions is different and it also depends on the rekeying approach.
In the user-oriented rekeying, the number of encryptions is 1 + 2 + ..
2 .
So, the GC computation cost is=h.C kg + h.
In the key-oriented rekeying, the number of encryptions is h.
So, the GC computation cost is=h.C kg + h.C enc
• End device: It depends on its position in the key tree. The number of changed key could be {1, 2, . . . , h}. So the average number of decryptions is avg(1, ..., h) = (h + 1)/2. So, the ED computation cost is=
In the user-oriented rekeying, the number of encryptions is (d
So, the GC computation cost is=h.
In the key-oriented rekeying, the number of encryptions is d.h − 1.
We note that, the key-oriented approach is more computationally-efficient than the user-oriented approach.
• End device: It depends on its position in the key tree. The number of changed key could be {1, 2, . . . , h}. So the average number of decryption is avg(1, ..., h) = (h + 1)/2. So, the ED computation cost is= (h+1) 2 .C dec .
Communication cost
In LKH, the communication cost is O(log(n)). Moreover, we must distinguish if the network has a multicast routing support or not. We define |mku| as the size of a key-update message containing one key.
Case of join. The rekeying messages sent by the GC due to a join operation are presented in Figure8.
In the user-oriented rekeying, the GC needs to send a multicast message containing 1 key to (d − So, the GC communication cost in the user-oriented approach and using a multicast routing protocol is:
If the network does not support multicast, each multicast message must be sent by unicast. So, the GC communication cost becomes:
In the key-oriented rekeying, all rekeying messages contains one key and the GC needs to send a message destined to d h − 1 nodes, a message destined to d h−1 − 1 nodes, ..., a message destined to d − 1 nodes.
Using a multicast routing support, the GC communication cost in the key-oriented approach is:
Without a multicast routing support, the GC communication cost in the key-oriented approach is:
Case of leave. The rekeying messages sent by the GC due to a leave operation are presented in Figure9.
In the user-oriented approach, the GC sends (d − 1) messages each one contains one key and is destined to d So, the communication cost of the GC during the rekeying process due to a leave operation, in the user-oriented approach and using multicast is : (1.(d − 1) . + ...
Without the multicast routing support, the GC communication cost is:
In the key-oriented rekeying, all rekeying messages contains one key and the GC needs to send d messages each one is destined to d h−1 nodes (except one message is destined to d h−1 − 1), d messages each one is destined to 
h−2 nodes (except one message is destined to d h−2 − 1), ..., d messages each one is destined to d nodes (except one message is destined to d − 1), d − 1 messages each one is destined to 1 nodes.
• End device: Every node has to forward the rekeying messages sent by the GC. The number of received messages depends on its position on the network. If we use broadcast to send messages, every node will receive and forward all messages sent by the GC.
Storage cost
• Group controller has to store: The logical key hierarchy tree, which contains =[
Moreover, the GC must store the identity of group members = n.|ID| Example: for a 128 bits key and n = 1024 and binary tree (d=2), we get storage = (2048×16 bytes=32 Kbytes) which exceeds the TelosB RAM (equal to 10 Kbytes).
Therefore, it can be concluded that LKH presents a storage cost problem.
• End device has to store: h + 1 keys.
LKH rekeying approach comparison: From Table 7 , we can clearly note that the key-oriented approach is more efficient than the user-oriented approach in terms of computation and communication cost. 
The key update duration for the LKH scheme is defined as the sum of the processing time and the transmission time. The processing time can be directly extracted from the Table 7 by simply replacing C op by T op , where op
represents an operation such as encryption, signature, etc.
As regards, the transmission time it contains the transmission time needed to send all key-update messages by the GC and the transmission time needed to forward a key-update message from the GC to a group member. This latter time is expressed as hop.|mku|.T tx , where hop is the average number of hops between the GC and a group member.
Moreover, we consider only the key-oriented approach as it is the more efficient approach. The computation and communication time of the different version of the LKH scheme are summarized in Table 8 .
Based on this table, resulting rekeying durations are as follows:
Case of join. The key update duration (latency) depends on if the network has or not a multicast routing support.
• Without multicast support:
In this case, we use unicast. So, a multicast message is replaced by several unicast ones.
The quantity (hop.T tx ) is the time needed for the forwarding of the last message by intermediate nodes, where hop represents the average number of hops between group controller and group members.
• With multicast support:
The multicast routing support allows to reduce the number of sent messages as several unicast messages will be replaced by a single multicast one. However, the latency of the sending of a multicast message depends on the position of destination nodes in the physical topology. So the latency of a multicast message is the time between the sending of the message by the group controller and the receiving of this message by the latest destination.
Duration=h.(T kg + T enc )+ h.|mku|.T tx +hop.|mku|.T tx . Case of leave. In the LKH scheme, after the leaving of a node the GC needs to send the messages presented in Figure   9b .
The key update duration contains the processing time (computation time), the transmitting time (communication time) and the propagation time.
The key update duration (latency) depends on if the network has or not a multicast routing support.
The multicast routing support allows to reduce the number of sent messages as several unicast messages will be replaced by a single multicast one. However, the latency of a multicast message depends on the position of destination nodes in the physical topology. So the latency of a multicast message is the time between the sending of the message by the group controller and the receiving of this message by the latest destination.
.|mku|.T tx + hop.|mku|.T tx .
Topological Key Hierarchy (TKH)
In the TKH scheme, the key tree is constructed in the following manner. First we construct a routing tree (each node is attached to a parent node until reaching the sink node, which is the group controller). Then, for each neighbor of the sink we construct a Tree Key (TK) and for each set of neighbors to that node we construct a Sibling Key (SK).
That is, the level of the key tree is always 4, independently from the number of group members, and each node holds 4 keys, which are Group Key (GK), TK, SK, and Individual key (IK). Figure10 explains the tree construction in the TKH scheme. When there are N nodes in a network, each node can be identified by using log 2 N bits, and the hop count value ranging from 0 to β can be identified by log 2 β bits. Then the size of the CA message (|m CA |) and the PCR message (|m PCR |) are respectively |m CA |=2 log 2 N + log 2 β , |m PCR |=(γ +1) log 2 N where x denotes the smallest integer equal or greater than x ( x denotes the largest integer equal or smaller than x). As shown in Figure11, the TKH tree can be modeled as an αβγ-tree, where the meaning of α, β, and γ are presented in Table 9 . More precisely, α represents the number of neighbors to the sink (the group controller), and γ the number of neighbors to a parent node.
We will consider a tree with α=5, β=40, γ=5 in order to obtain a number of nodes n = (γβ + 1)α. n = 1030 ≈ 1024 as similar with other simulations.
In case of a join, the authors propose to renew the keys locally using a one-way hash function. However, they do not present how to launch this key-update process in group members; what messages need to be sent. Indeed, when a new node join the group, the GC must inform group members in order to update their corresponding keys. So different messages must be sent according to the group member position in the hierarchy. Moreover, these messages must be authenticated (for example using a signature) otherwise an attacker can disturb group operation b y sending fake message to group member that will renew keys uselessly.
As authors do not present details of group rekeying due to a join operation, we consider in what follows only the rekeying cost due to a leave operation.
When a node leaves, the GC needs to change 3 keys GK, TK, SK. According to the network model presented in
Figure11, the following rekeying messages are sent by the GC.
• GK requires α multicast, each multicast for γ.β nodes ({GK } T K i )
• TK requires -β multicast, each multicast for γ nodes ( T K i S K j ) -1 unicast for the sub-router, which is also a neighbor node
• SK requires γ − 1 unicast messages ( S K j IK l )
Computation cost
The computation cost of the TKH group key management scheme during the rekeying process due to a leave operation is as follows:
-Number of key generations=3
-Number of encryptions= (γ − 1) + (1 + β) + α= α + β + γ
With the above example parameters, the number of encryptions is: 5 + 40 + 5 = 50 > log(n)
So, the GC computation cost during a rekeying due to a leave operation is: 3.C kg + (α + β + γ).C enc
• End device:
-Number of decryption (maximum)= 3
So, the end device computation cost is: 3.C dec
Note that the computation cost of an end device is independent of the group size.
Communication cost
In TKH, the communication cost in terms of number of rekeying messages is > O(log(n)).
• Group controller :
Using a multicast routing support, the GC communication cost is:
Without a multicast routing support, the GC communication cost is:
(α.β.γ + β.γ + γ).|mku|.e tx
• Every node (must forward the rekeying messages): This depends on its position on the network, as it must forward the rekeying messages sent by the GC. However, as there is a mapping between the TKH and the network topology, the communication overhead is reduced compared to LKH.
Storage cost
The TKH tree, which contains the following keys: GK + αT K + αβS K + nIK. So the number of keys is
Example: for a 128 bits key and n=1024 and γ=4, We get storage = 20 Kbytes, which exceeds the TelosB RAM.
TKH presents a storage cost problem.
• The end device has to store: 4 keys.
Duration
During the rekeying process due to a leave, the GC sends γ − 1 unicast+ 1 neighbor unicast + β multicast (each message is for γ nodes) + α multicast (each message is for βγ nodes). Each message contains 1 encrypted key.
• Without multicast support Duration = 3.T kg + (α + β + γ).T enc + (α.β.γ + β.γ + γ).|mku|.T tx + hop.|mku|.T tx
• With multicast support Duration = 3.T kg + (α + β + γ).T enc + (γ + β + α).|mku|.T tx + hop.|mku|.T tx
As an example: for n = 1024 (α = 5, β = 40, δ = 5) and T tx = 1 ms and hop = 3 we get TKH duration= (5 + 40 + 5 + 3) × 1 ms = 54 ms>LKH.
Ring based Secure Group communication (RiSeG)
RiSeG [8, 9] is the first scheme that has addressed the secure group communication problem with a constrained group controller. The idea of the scheme is to divide the group controller task among group member by constructing a logical ring architecture. This logical ring permits to deliver rekeying messages as follows. The GC sends the rekeying message to next hop in the ring and then the message will be forwarded from node to node until returning back to the GC. The scheme reduces the communication, computation and storage cost at the group controller, however, it introduces a big duration that cannot scale with large group. In fact the duration of the rekeying process is O(n).
Computation cost
In case of a join operation, the GC generates a group key, encrypts it, signs it and sends two key-update messages so that the GC performs C kg + C enc + C sign . Upon receiving the key-update message a group member verifies the signature, decrypts the key and then forwards the message so that a group member performs C veri f + C dec .
In case of a leave operation, the GC generates the group key, signs it and then sends two key-update messages containing group key encrypted using pair-wise key so that the GC performs C kg + C sign + 2C kc + 2C enc . Upon receiving a key update message a group member decrypts the key, verifies the signature, and then re-encrypts message and forwards it so that a group member performs 2C kc + C dec + C veri f + C enc .
• Group controller: C kg + C sign + 2C kc + 2C enc
• End device: 2C kc + C dec + C veri f + C enc
Communication cost
Regarding the key update process communication cost, in both cases (join and leave), the GC sends two keyupdate messages so that it consumes 2|mku| × e tx while a group member receives 1 key-update message and sends 1 key-update message so that it consumes |mku|.e rx + |mku|.e tx = |mku|.(e rx + e tx ).
As we can note that the RiSeG rekeying process communication cost is O(1).
Storage cost
-The ring topology =n.sizeo f (ID)
-The ECC domain parameters T = (p, a, b, G, r, h), and the pair of GC public/private key (Q G , d G )
• End device stores:
-The next hop and previous hop (in the ring) addresses =2.sizeo f (ID)
-The ECC domain parameters T = (p, a, b, G, r, h), and the GC public key Q G
Duration
In the RiSeG scheme, and in case of a rekeying caused by a join operation, the same key update message is propagated from node to node. Therefore, a group member needs to decipher the group key, verifies the signature and then forwards the rekeying message (T dec + T veri f + hop.|mku|.T tx ).
For the case of a rekeying caused by a leave operation, the group member must also re-encrypt the group key using pairwise key.
Case of join. T ku j = T kg + T enc + T sign + 2.hop.|mku|.
Comparative Table and Analysis
In this section, we show a comparison between the LNT proposed scheme rekeying process and the LKH and TKH schemes.
As LKH and TKH rekeying schemes does not add authentication to rekeying messages, we consider adding a signature to these protocols. Therefore, we refer to "LKH+Sign" (respectively "TKH+sign") to represent the LKH LKH [3] •GC:
• GC:
• GC: n.|ID|
.log(q) + GC public key.
(respectively TKH) scheme where messages are authenticated using a signature mechanism. In this way, schemes are compared in the same context. In the same way, we note "LKH+Multicast" (respectively "TKH+Multicast") to designate the LKH (respectively TKH) scheme with the multicast routing capabilities. Moreover, we consider the LKH scheme in its efficient way (i.e, the key-oriented approach). Table 10 establishes a comparison between the studied schemes in terms of storage and computation cost. Table 11 shows the communication cost of the studied schemes. Table 12 summarizes the rekeying duration of the studied schemes.
Note that, first the proposed schemes suppose that the GC is a powerful node, while our proposed work assumes a homogeneous network. That is, the GC is a sensor node with constrained resources. Second, for the LKH-based schemes, it is true that they minimize the number of rekeying messages. However, when considering the delivery of these rekeying messages, they introduce an overhead that can exceed the one used to send unicast messages for each node (with O(n) as communication cost). In order to put in evidence the performance comparison between LNT and the schemes described in Section8, we have plotted curves showing performance of these schemes when varying the number of group members n.
For the storage cost, the size of keys is set to 128bits. This keys size is used for AES cryptographic algorithm. The identity of node is set to 16 bits. As shown in Figure12, the RiSeG and LNT schemes represent the best storage cost.
Indeed, in both RiSeG and LNT schemes, the GC has to store only the Blundo polynomial parameters and some other keys (the group key, the private/public keys, etc.) that are independent from the number of group members. However, in both LKH and TKH schemes the number of keys is proportional to the number of nodes in the group. With number of group members n = 1024, in the RiSeG and LNT, the GC storage cost is less than 1 Kbyte, however, in the LKH scheme it reaches 21.3 Kbytes and in TKH it reaches 19.2 Kbytes.
Moreover, for the total storage cost, the GC needs to store, in addition to keys, the group members identity (of size 2 bytes). Therefore, with n=1024, LKH requires about 23.3 Kbytes , TKH requires 21.2 Kbytes, RiSeG and LNT require 2.1 Kbytes of storage space. If we suppose that these parameters are stored in the ROM memory of the sensor node, for TelosB motes, which have 48 Kbytes of ROM, LKH and TKH consume about 50% of the available ROM, but, LNT consumes less than 5% of ROM. However, if these parameters are needed to be loaded in the RAM memory, for TelosB motes, which have 10 Kbytes of RAM, LKH and TKH storage requirements exceeds the available memory and so they cannot be implemented in a TelosB sensor node.
For the communication cost, the unit communication costs are set to e tx =0.209 µJ and e rx =0.226 µJ from the characteristics of the CC2420 transceiver used in the Xbow's MICA-Z and TelosB sensor nodes [42] . Moreover, mJ for LKH and 127 mJ for TKH). We also note that, for LKH and TKH schemes, the rekeying communication cost resulting from a leave operation is bigger than the rekeying resulting from a join operation (for n=1024, LKH GC rekeying communication cost is 518 µJ in case of join and 1970 µJ in case of leave). However, for RiSeG and LNT the same communication is consumed by the group controller in both cases and it is about 50 µJ for RiSeG and 100
µJ for LNT. Table 12 and using values presented in Table 13 .
These values are obtained from experimental test on TelosB motes.
From Figure14, we note that RiSeG has a big duration as it was assumed. Moreover, the key update duration due to a leave operation is bigger than the key update duration due to a join operation.
Figure14 shows that without multicast support LKH has a bigger key update duration than LNT. With multicast support, the rekeying duration in case of a leave operation is 57 s for LKH and 150 s for TKH for a group of 1024 nodes. However, LNT needs only 18 s. • Storage cost
• Computation and communication cost at the GC
• No multicast support is required
• Alleviate the task of the GC.
Security Analysis and Discussion
This section is allotted to discuss the merits of the different cryptographic tools used in the proposed scheme and analyze its security. In the design of our scheme a nonce has been applied for the purpose of preventing replay attacks, along with a Message Authentication Code (MAC) intended to avoid impersonation attacks, as well as a signature aiming at providing authentication of the rekeying messages. The proposed secure group communication scheme provides the following security services:
• Replay attack robustness: in the proposed scheme, intercepted messages cannot be replayed by an attacker as all sent messages are proved to be fresh through a nonce or a sequence number. In addition, attackers cannot modify the value of the nonce (or the seqNbr) as the message is protected by a MAC.
• Impersonation attack robustness: all sent messages are protected by a MAC computed over the identity of the sender node. This prevents attackers from impersonating legal nodes and, hence, prevents attackers from gaining access to a group during the group creation and group join processes or realizing a denial of service attack during the group leave process.
• Authentication of the rekeying messages: key-update messages carry a signature computed by the GC. This signature proves that the key is sent by the GC and, therefore, precludes an attacker from injecting a fake group key.
• Backward and forward secrecy: when a new node joins the group, the group controller generates a new key and delivers it to the group members. Therefore, the new node has no means to decrypt the previously exchanged messages. Moreover, when a node leaves the group, the group controller generates a new key. This key will be sent by unicast and, therefore, the leaving node will be unable to decrypt the future sent messages.
• Collusion attacks robustness: in our scheme, in the case of a comprise attack detection, the group controller generates a new key and sends it to the group members. As this new group key is independent from previously used keys, the attacker cannot guess the value of this group key according to the revealed cryptographic materials obtained from compromised nodes. Therefore, our scheme is robust against collusion attack. The generation of the group key can be done by means of a pseudo-random function, so keys will be independent.
• Mutual authentication: our scheme achieves mutual authentication since not only the base station authenticates the requesting node, but also the node authenticates the base station. The authentication of messages sent by the base station is critical. In fact, if we do not authenticate the grp-creation-invite message, an attacker can impersonate the base station by sending this message even when the group exists. This scenario will disturb the network operation as there will be a creation of multiples copies of the same group, each of which is composed of a single node.
• Remove of compromised nodes: by means of LNT we are able to logically evict compromised nodes from the system by rekeying, once they are detect by the IDS.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed LNT: a Logical Neighbor Tree secure group communication scheme that can be applied to a homogeneous WSN network with a resource-constrained group controller. The scheme alleviates the group controller's task by constructing a logical neighbor tree that helps deliver the rekeying messages. Performance analysis has shown that our scheme outperforms the previously well-known ones in terms of computation, communication and storage costs. LNT scheme can be improved by replacing the ECC-based digital signature scheme by a more lightweight method of authentication such as the use of a key-chain [44] .
